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Financial Miracles and the New Financial Nature 2023-06-12
god can do a lot more for you than simply provide gainful employment he can help you endure frightful losses caused by bad
personal decisions and enjoy financial miracles douglas c knisely knows because he has been blessed with the glory of god s
grace in this book he answers questions such as how can you get close to god so that you can reap the rewards of a new
financial nature what steps can you take to change employment from a burden to a service to god why is it so important to
give to the church and charitable causes the author emphasizes that god will only bring financial miracles into the lives of
those who love and fear him who understand there is a cost for a financial miracle and who realize miracles require human
participation as well as obedience and prayer get close to god today and make an immediate and dramatic change in your
financial nature and financial future with the wisdom in this book

Sacred Success 2014-10-07
sacred success a course in financial miracles shows women there is a better way to achieve wealth and power on your own terms
as a woman barbara stanny the leading expert on women and money has helped women take control of their finances for two
decades and she knows there is much more to success than how much you earn in her work with powerful successful women over
the last 20 years bestselling author and financial educator stanny has found that most women s problems with money have
little to do with money itself but rather with their fear of or ambivalence toward power instead of pushing women to pursue
financial success in the traditional fashion sacred success seeks to redefine power from a feminine perspective more than a
financial guide sacred success is a primer on power for women a tutorial for taking charge of your life by taking charge of
your finances and not only growing your money but creating a deeper richer and more meaningful life best described as a
course in miracles meets the wall street journal sacred success gives you a proven process that uniquely blends the practical
psychological and spiritual work of wealth you can be financially successful without sacrificing your soul or compromising
your values you can create wealth and exercise power by staying true to your authentic self and personal mission start now

The Financial Miracle Prayer 2018-12-11
the two prayers that gave me money for a car and gave someone else money for two years of house rent are shared in this short
read you will learn how to pray for financial miracles and what to do when the answer is not forthcoming you must simply read
this book to gain a better understanding of prayer for finances

Praying Through the Book of Psalms for Financial Miracle 2020-02-29
turn around financial miracles if you have prayed for financial miracles and haven t seen any manifestation of divine
financial blessing then you are not alone in this we all have prayed this prayer and didn t see results i struggled like many
others did until the lord showed me the right way to pray for financial miracles through his word and it is this divine
revelation that is packaged in this book the problem isn t the fact that you aren t praying for financial miracles the
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question is are you doing it the right way in this book you will learn the right way of praying financial miracles prayer and
getting results sounds interesting then click the buy now button

How to Pray and Receive Financial Miracles 2016-10-27
pray like this and you will have financial miracles sometime ago i found myself in a dire financial fix i needed a financial
miracle and i needed it asap i had to pay some bills or face being insulted by my creditor so i began to pray for financial
help i prayed several nights and asked god to show me the way out while doing that i found out in scriptures that we can
actually pray for money money is part of our needs that god does supply i also learned there s a way to pray for financial
miracles in this book i ll show you how the angels of goodness and mercy were released to bring me money and how you can also
release them to help you out whenever you are in a situation where you desperately need financial help

How to Pray for a Financial Miracle 2012-10-31
as featured on national radio and tv coast to coast am cornerstone tv christian television network point of view and moody
radio i rarely have time to read books anymore with my intense schedule of media and speaking all over the world but i was a
guest on jim s radio show next his book arrived in the mail i was moved to bring it with me on my book tour i read it on a
flight to new york it was marvelous touching spiritual and inspiring jim has been through it all and come out on the other
side he has not only stayed positive faithful and inspired his story will inspire you i highly recommend how to pray for a
financial miracle wayne allyn root the capitalist evangelist2008 libertarian vice presidential nomineeauthor of 1 national
bestseller the ultimate obama survival guide you will learn a life changing prayer method how to enlist god s help in solving
everyday financial problems the biggest prayer mistake most people make when approaching god with a financial need how prayer
can provide you with immediate answers and direction includes free membership in online prayer community what should you do
when you are facing a financial crisis james l paris was a millionaire by the age of thirty and bankrupt byhis fortieth
birthday paris shares his own story of goingfrom well known financial author to filing for bankruptcy losing hishome cars
businesses and having to start over with absolutelynothing in 2008 he relaunched his businesses and todaybelieves his life is
better than ever in this book you willlearn the spiritual lessons that paris says it took him seven years ina financial
valley to uncover is it legitimate to pray for a financial blessing does godanswer financial prayers today how can we enlist
god s helpin solving our financial problems how to pray when you need afinancial miracle how prayer will lead to solutions
tolife s most difficult financial challenges the financial miracleprayer jim shares his own method of prayer that he believes
god revealed tohim during his personal financial collapse you will beinspired as you read jim s personal testimony and the
multiple miracleshe has witnessed in his own life most people do everything but praywhen they are going through a financial
trial how to prayfor a financial miracle provides readers with immediate direction andguidance on how to seek god whether you
are facing a jobloss foreclosure bankruptcy or any financial trial you will find answers and the key to your own financial
miracle throughprayer
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How to Pray to God for Financial Miracles and Blessings 2017-07-29
are you having challenges in your finances are you worried about how you can have perpetual control over the forces of
darkness ministering confusion into your life and aspirations do you believe your prosperity is still within reach and can be
received and sustained this book is meant to transform every ugly situation the devil has orchestrated your way and install
god s agenda for your life this book will equip you with over 230 holy spirit inspired prayers for deliverance prosperity and
divine favor that will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil hands down always and claim your detained and in coming
blessings in a way never before the prayers in this book are not meant to be prayed casually they are highly spiritual there
is no other book like this book why this is because the prayers were released to me by the holy spirit for you while
meditating on over 120 special scriptures that will command financial release over your life friend as i read each passage by
virtue of my gifts of prophecy and healing the holy spirit instantly released those prayers and i put them down as i heard
the holy spirit spoke to my spirit so you can see clearly that these prayers were not formulated or guessed this is why i m
fully convinced that this book will be of immense blessings to you the prayers in this book covers all areas of your life you
will only be able to appreciate the book when you go through all the prayers this is because the prayers are spiritually
discerned and arranged you are to pray the prayers in this book with all seriousness pray most of them repeatedly before
moving to the next prayer these prayers would be very great during your special midnight prayers furthermore since these
prayers were released while meditating on god s word you can pray this prayer perfectly even if you don t have access to the
holy bible during your prayer time i look forward to your arrays of testimonies as you read this book and add the wisdom and
grace in it to your life and family

Christian Billionaires Manual for Creating and Managing Wealth and Working
Financial Miracles 2013-03-01
this book is for those who want to make clean money there is no better way to learn than to learn from those who have
experienced what they are talking about if you want to truly know the secrets to creating real wealth supernaturally and if
you are really serious about experiencing real change in your financial life and you want to achieve your financial
objectives and dreams in this life time with out involving your self in fraud and all sort of unrealistic get rich quick
scams that never work then you must buy the christian billionaire manual book today if you are interested in discovering
practical effective and realistic secrets that is proven to work and that have made many abnormally rich and helped many to
secure and manage their wealth then you must ensure to make this book the number book to read in this time of your life there
is no better gift you can give a loved one who needs god s intervention in their businesses and financial life than this book
which is guaranteed to change your financial life and business forever

Prayers to Receive Financial Miracles 2014-08-24
god wants his lovely children to receive financial miracles at all times this book helps you through effective prayers for
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Prayers For Financial Breakthrough, Miracles And Blessings 2024-04-09
are you seeking financial miracles breakthroughs blessings and the path to financial peace and freedom in prayers for
financial breakthrough miracles and blessings prayer rain 110 powerful spiritual warfare prayers for finances restoration
favors you ll discover a powerful collection of prayers and spiritual guidance designed to transform your financial life this
book is your guide to harnessing the divine power of prayer to overcome financial challenges invite abundance and experience
god s favor in your financial affairs inside you ll find 110 potent prayers that address various aspects of your financial
journey whether you re facing debt seeking restoration or simply aiming for financial stability learn how to approach
financial matters with faith and confidence break free from financial bondage and limitations attract blessings prosperity
and financial miracles navigate financial storms with resilience and spiritual insight find counsel on achieving true
financial peace and freedom through these heartfelt prayers and insightful guidance you ll discover a deeper connection with
your faith and a renewed sense of hope in your financial future whether you re experiencing financial struggles or simply
want to enhance your financial well being this book will be your faithful companion on your journey to financial abundance
and spiritual fulfillment unlock the doors to financial miracles and blessings today dive into prayers for financial
breakthrough miracles and blessings prayer rain 110 powerful spiritual warfare prayers for finances restoration favors and
embark on a transformative spiritual journey toward financial prosperity and spiritual growth download now

Financial Freedom 2004-12
finally learn the shocking truth about god s plan for your financial freedom god s will for you is financial freedom yet a
large percentage of christians are barely making it from one week to the next why does it seem so hard to ever get ahead in
life and why are so many believers living under a mountain of debt find out about one young couple s journey from poverty and
failure to prosperity and success learn why they were continually giving offerings but only found themselves deeper in debt
they lived in a run down rental house and had to search furniture just to find change to go out to eat at mcdonald s then
read about the one prayer that changed their lives forever soon their debts were paid off they moved into a home with 18 5
acres which they paid off in less than a year they gave more in offerings in one year s time than they used to earn combined
in 3 years before finding out what they prayed and how you can pray the same prayer will change your life forever you ve been
taught god wants to prosper you but you ve never been given a step by step roadmap of how to get there you ve been told what
god s will is but you ve never been taught how to accomplish it in this step by step practical study brother dean teaches you
how to receive and walk in the blessings god has provided for you how to walk in financial blessings every day of your life
why giving and receiving doesn t work for most believers how the cross of christ sets you free from poverty and lack 7 simple
steps to getting out of debt how god protects you from danger and disaster in your life the 1 prayer you should begin praying
immediately what solomon did to become the wealthiest personon earth 1 habit which guarantees success in every area of life
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Unveiling The Mystery Of Miracle Money 2017-07-05
have you ever imagined going to sleep with your bank account empty and waking up the following day with a fat bank account of
half a million dollars have you ever thought of how you would feel if ever you found an extra ten thousand dollar
supernaturally deposited in your bag pockets or wallet have you ever envisaged what difference it would make in your life if
all your debts worth hundreds of thousands were supernaturally canceled in a twinkling of an eye read this book it will
awaken you to an arena of divine consciousness of the divinely enthralling move of the spirit which involves miracle money
revival this new move of god which marks the greatest prosperity revival ever witnessed in the history of humanity is
characterized by many people around the world beginning to experience money supernaturally deposited in their purses wallets
pockets bank accounts and other unexpected places in tandem with this is thrilling divine spectacle is the supernatural
manifestation of the wealth of heaven through instantaneous debt cancellation wealth transfer financial and food
multiplication a heightened degree of visible angelic manifestations as well as the stirring of a pool of creative miracles
in which the original blue print of body parts emerge in bodily territories where they previously did not exist this third
wave of prosperity revival is also coupled with what we call the golden rain which is the supernatural appearance of heavenly
precious stones such as gold dust diamonds silver stones and supernatural oil on the surface of buildings and in some cases
raining down through the hands and other body parts of believers during worship sessions where they gather to honor the lord
the divinely coded mysteries on miracle money which for ages have been hailed as an inexplicable phenomenon have been decoded
in this book such that miracle money is no longer an impossibility this book will usher you into a consistent stream flow of
miracle money raining upon your life from unexpected sources this spectacular display of god s power in the invisible arena
is what will culminate in a catalogue of miracle money testimonies as humanity in the extreme quarters of life unreservedly
partake of this manna which god is unfolding from the throne room of heaven the consistent stream flow of throne room
revelations encapsulated in this book are set to revolutionize your life forever hence it is important in this god moment
that you determine to grow your faith in line with god s purpose as you move away from impossibility thinking and its
limitation and be open to heavenly resource thinking those who are comfortable with the status quo and have drowned
themselves in the valley of religion and tradition will be dazzled in this critical hour as you are about to explode in the
demonstration of miracle money like the scattering of foliage under the influence of a storm the reserve bank of heaven holds
funds adequate to every need in your life angel tellers have received authorisation from the master himself certified with a
stamp of his approval and authenticated by the signature of his own handwriting endorsing that millions in miracle money
should be dispatched propagated and rained over the masses in this season therefore welcome to the world in which it s
naturally supernatural to receive and release miracle money a world in which waking up in the morning and receiving thousands
supernaturally deposited in your bank account and hundreds stacked in your bags wallets and houses is a normal occurrence
glory to god author apostle frequency revelator

My Family Financial Miracle: A New Way of Thinking to Protect and Control Your
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Money 2015-07-31
why everyone needs my family financial miracle in this crazy confusing economy there are three essential components for your
money growth income protection what if you were handed a half million dollars cash you ve earned it from years of hard work
for all you know that s it you re not going to make any more what would you do you wouldn t gamble it away but you re afraid
to risk it in the stock market and you can t park it in a money market yet you would be foolish to speculate with any of it
how did one determine family man build an innovative financial shield for his money after an arduous journey of advisor
meetings research and anguish one that worked beyond his wildest expectations that s what you will find out in my family
financial miracle protect your savings from the devastating impact of the 8 major financial risks every family faces today
optimize the returns on your money with upside market potential without exposing it to the inevitable roller coaster of
market volatility outsmart the banks and finance purchases with your own money while still potentially earning interest on
the entire amount of the loan build a nest egg tax deferred access it tax free and never worry about outliving your money
merle gilley s family financial miracle can be your miracle too you can take back control of your financial future no luck or
guesswork required

How to Receive Miracle Money 2020-08-20
discover the ways to receiving miracle money by divine instruction and prayers i have experienced that several times in my
life whenever an urgent situation comes up that needs financial attention and one of them was my wedding celebration the
financial need was met with the accurate time and date that i fixed for it and there was more than enough it was wonderful
experience receiving divine help financially this book will guide you to knowing how to hear from god very well after praying
and receiving divine instruction from him through visions and also praying with some verses in the scripture that will open
the heavens for your financial breakthrough my testimony will encourage you and guide you to knowing how to receive urgent
miracle money when you have a need

Financial Prosperity 2003-06
the book seven days to financial miracles is a seven days devotional meant to reveal and bring you into experiencing god s
financial miracles in your life there is a mindset that receives financial miracles from god and in these days of the earth s
system of financial downturn you need this book more than ever before this book would teach you to tap into the financial
ecosystem of heaven that is never affected by inflation depression lack of jobs or anything else responsible for lack and
poverty in the world get knowledge by getting your copy now

Seven Days To Financial Miracles 2024-02-16
what if everything they ve told you about how to make money and get the things you want is wrong what if getting ahead
financially were not only easy but fun what if the process of improving your own financial position could actually make the
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world a better place in fact what if it were required that you make the world a better place while improving your own
financial position what if attracting any amount of money were as simple as following a formula and what if the formula did
not work and you could go back and repeat the process learning and correcting what you had done wrong what if you learned
that most financially successful people throughout history got that way by knowing these questions were true and by following
the aforementioned formula what if spiritual business and financial leaders since the beginning of time have tried to share
this information and we simply haven t listened in this important new work kerry o hallaron explores each of these questions
and more he lays out his findings in an easy to read humorous and uplifting format without departing from the book s premise
can the above questions be true you decide many have long before o hallaron s time he simply brings us a modern
interpretation of a timeless classic read enjoy and employ the important teachings as you learn an elegantly simple approach
to enjoying new streams of income and the many delightful things you can buy when you have money

Money Miracles 2014-05-26
the major weapon the devil will use against the church this end time is lack of finance but i am committed to my church god
told chibundo anene remember when the israelites were leaving egypt after 430 years of bondage god transferred the wealth of
the egyptians to the israelites overnight because they were called to fulfil his purposes on earth as we are called to fulfil
his purpose in our time this book positions you for god s financial blessings to be a channel of supply to his work church do
not miss out of the end time wealth release and transfer that is already happening i tell you this book in your hands will
prepare you for a divine transfer of kingdom wealth to accomplish his purpose in your life

Working Your Financial Destiny: God's Priciples of Obtaining Financial Miracles
2019-10-04
are you facing challenges in your finances are you worried about how to have perpetual control over forces of darkness
causing confusion in your life and endeavor do you believe that your prosperity is still within reach and can be acquired and
sustained this book is meant to change every unpleasant situation satan has brought your way and establish god s agenda in
your life this book will equip you with over 240 holy spirit orchestrated prayers for financial freedom and intelligence that
will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil always and claim your pending and in coming blessings in no time

Deliverance Prayer Points That Will Change Your Life Forever 2017-12-06
financial deliverance poverty has been the cause of untold hardship in the lives of many people this is not supposed to be
the case for those who are born again christians because the benefit of christ s crucifixion is freedom in all ramifications
including financial freedom but alsa many christians are poor god does not want the situation to to be so meaning there is a
way out which is still hidden to many
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Financial Deliverance 2014-02-24
do you know that god has before time supplied all your needs according to his riches in glory by christ jesus in the spirit
realm and that scripture cannot be broken but you marveled daily why so many people are faced with financial hardships and
calamities worst still perhaps you ve tried severally to overcome these seemingly helpless situations but to no avail this is
why this book in your front has been cautiously written to help you win every battle against satan which has been attacking
your finances and wellness and attract uncommon blessings to your life and family right now to this end this book contains
over 230 powerful prayers for financial release and divine favor that will terminate satan s influence over your life and
trigger the release of your detained blessings having found special favor from god as you pray your way through using this
special prayer book

Financial Miracle War Room Strategies Prayers 2024-01-29
the step of a good man is ordered by the lord and none of his steps shall slide several times we understand that our way is
right with god and we vehemently believe that we will receive that which we ask for at times we even noticed that the
blessings and favor we ve been craving for are about to manifest and surprisingly in a jiffy only to discover that some
powers that stand at the edge of success known as anti success syndrome suddenly robbed us of such breakthroughs and left us
high and dry this is the operation of the devil but remember we are more than conqueror in christ jesus this book contains
240 prayers points derived from over 100 bible verses that are meant to help you nullify satanic manipulations and deliver
financial wisdom and miracles into your life the prayers are spiritually and systematically arranged

The Prosperity Bible Prayers 2017-06-23
switchwords are super powerful words that can bypass your conscious mind and directly influence your subconscious mind they
are very easy and fun to use create the life of your dreams with swichwords my ex boss was a short blood sucking vampire his
cold eyes and a steely glare that could kill a fly on the spot many believed that he has been possessed by demons and
attending demonic sessions when he asked you a question he would move his head to one side and ask weird questions and shout
and scream i would work my ass off to get clients not only for me but also for his business he always wanted more and more
clients and increased business revenue without wanting to spend any of his dimes on marketing and advertising on top of it
the receptionist did everything she could to repel any good client and kept offering them her own services she was grimacing
on virtually all clients despite all of this i kept working hard did cold calling every day and invested my own money on
getting the leads and draining my savings account i couldn t sleep at night from all the mental abuse and physical exhaustion
also at that time i was interested in a guy who promised me collaboration and promotion of my business of course it didn t
happen and worse than that he chose to help a prostitute get some work and promotion i had nobody to turn to so i turned to
alcohol for help to soothe the pain i went through a mental breakdown and wanted to commit suicide many times i had no hope
and didn t know how to get out of the black magic spell one morning when i woke up in pain and covered in blood and
emotionally spiritually and physically depleted with broken glass on the floor i knew something is gotta change now i couldn
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t get up and passed out i started to see the light at the end of the tunnel when i saw the flashing light of the ambulance
who did that i did who does that you do up to your eyeballs in debt just to have your name on the business door the ss
spiritual guru had a diamond ring i called it a blood diamond because i knew every bit of the blood sweat and tears it took
to get new clients for the business he would twist that ring around his finger the whole time he leered at me and talked down
to you i lived with my neck under the ss boss boot until the day i discovered and applied the secrets mentioned in this book
and my other books reality creation secrets and switchwords miracles spending thousands of pounds on the law of attraction
training and books did not work applying ancient knowledge from my books changing my beliefs applying the right strategies
and choosing my own preferred reality did work in 6 weeks i went from 15 2 leads per week to 50 100 per week and i went from
chasing and begging the clients to actually clients chasing and begging me to get an appointment fast forard a coule of years
i own international businesses that are profitable have enough quality leads clients waiting list and my life is happy and
peaceful it s the one decision i made that made it happen i started investing in myself and studies reality creation secrets
and from then my life has completely changed because now i have multiple thriving online businesses and have a partner who
adores me loves me and is very proud of me i went from 0 to hero within a few months just applying the simple wisdom and
techniques mentioned in the amazing book your life can change too it is just one decision away from you kick ass in life and
in business

Switchwords For Financial Miracles: The Subtle Art Of Creating Your Own Reality
2020-02-29
the mystery of miracle money book description step into the extraordinary world of miracles and explore the mystery of
miracle money written by prophet dr pd john this captivating book delves deep into the realm of unexplained financial
blessings and uncovers the spiritual psychological and cognitive factors behind these miraculous occurrences drawing from his
extensive experience as a renowned prophet and spiritual leader prophet dr pd john sheds light on the phenomenon of miracle
money through biblical scriptures real life testimonies and insightful analysis he unravels the mysteries surrounding the
manifestation of financial abundance and reveals the hidden forces at work in this thought provoking book prophet dr pd john
presents a meticulously researched exploration of miracle money offering alternative explanations for its occurrence he
examines the psychological and cognitive factors that influence financial outcomes including the power of a positive mindset
and the role of goal setting and visualization citing biblical scriptures such as proverbs 23 7 as a man thinketh in his
heart so is he he highlights the importance of faith self belief and confidence in attracting financial blessings prophet dr
pd john delves into the concept of self efficacy and optimism demonstrating how these qualities can impact financial success
he discusses the significance of setting smart goals and the transformative power of visualizing desired financial outcomes
with spiritual wisdom and practical advice he shows readers how to align their thoughts and actions with their financial
objectives increasing their likelihood of experiencing miracle money furthermore prophet dr pd john explores cognitive
behavioral strategies that can help individuals overcome limiting beliefs manage financial stress and optimize their
financial well being by challenging negative thought patterns and implementing stress management techniques readers can
create a positive and prosperous mindset that is conducive to receiving financial blessings the mystery of miracle money
provides a holistic understanding of the phenomenon bringing together spiritual psychological and cognitive perspectives
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prophet dr pd john skillfully weaves biblical teachings with contemporary insights creating a captivating narrative that
appeals to both the religious and the curious reader whether you are seeking spiritual enlightenment desiring financial
breakthroughs or simply curious about the mysterious world of miracle money this book is a must read prepare to be inspired
enlightened and empowered as you embark on this enlightening journey with prophet dr pd john unlock the secrets behind
financial miracles and discover the transformative power that lies within

The Mystery of Miracle Money 2024-02-02
get right with god by getting right with your money are you struggling to pay the bills are you burdened with debt are you
getting by but not saving as much money as you would like do you fear for your family s future in tough economic times
millions of families are finding it harder than ever before to manage their money prioritize their needs and wants and lead a
christian life while still maintaining a prosperous lifestyle as christians we have faith that god will provide for us and
this truth is more apparent than ever when we take charge of our own financial futures it is possible to be a good christian
while still leading a financially stable and prosperous life in this book you ll learn how to create a more spiritual
approach to wealth let go of negative self defeating emotions that you might have attached to money anxiety shame fear guilt
greed move forward with a clearer healthier understanding of what money really is and how money can serve you instead of the
other way around set your ideas in motion with specific action tasks to help you put your finances on a solid foundation
develop a new awareness of the miracles of your everyday life and by doing so attract new financial miracles and good fortune
to come to you spiritual maturity and economic abundance are compatible when your financial life is in order you will be
better able to fulfill the purpose that god has created for you this book will show you how to manage your money in a way
that helps you be of maximum service to god and live a life free from financial fear and worry

God Wants You to Be Rich - The Christian Guide to Financial Freedom & Unlimited
Wealth (12 Steps to Bring More Money Into Your Life While Still Serving the Lord)
2011-11
how to pray for miracle money description unlock the miraculous power of prayer and experience god s abundance in your
finances in how to pray for miracle money author prophet dr pd john shares an extraordinary blueprint that will revolutionize
your prayer life and lead you to financial breakthroughs this captivating guide is filled with insightful teachings practical
strategies and biblical wisdom to help you access god s supernatural provision drawing from timeless biblical principles and
inspired by powerful scriptures prophet dr pd john reveals the secrets to praying for miracle money discover how to align
your prayers with god s will and tap into his limitless resources gain a deeper understanding of faith gratitude
visualization and the importance of seeking god s will in your financial journey throughout this transformative book you will
1 unleash the power of faith dive into the biblical foundations of faith and learn how to activate it in your prayers hebrews
11 1 reveals that faith is the substance of things hoped for the evidence of things not seen as you cultivate unwavering
faith your prayers for financial miracles will take root and manifest in incredible ways 2 embrace the attitude of gratitude
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develop an attitude of gratitude and experience a shift in your financial environment through powerful biblical examples like
the story of the ten lepers in luke 17 11 19 you will witness the transformative power of gratitude in opening channels for
abundance as you express gratitude for what you already have space is created for miracle money to flow into your life 3
harness the power of visualization learn how to utilize the power of visualization to attract financial abundance into your
reality mark 11 24 reminds us to believe that we have received our desires in prayer and it will be ours by visualizing
yourself already experiencing the financial blessings you desire you align your thoughts and emotions with your dreams
drawing them closer to you 4 discover the art of prayer and declaration dive into the importance of effective prayer and bold
declarations of faith mark 11 24 teaches us to firmly believe that we have received what we ask for in prayer and speak it
into existence develop a deeper understanding of prayer and declaration and experience their transformative impact on your
financial situation 5 seek god s will and align your desires understand the importance of seeking god s will in your
financial journey proverbs 16 3 encourages us to commit our plans to the lord and he will establish them by aligning your
desires with god s purpose for your life your prayers for miracle money will become more powerful and effective 6 unleash the
power of generosity discover the profound principle of generosity and experience the miraculous flow of blessing in return
luke 6 38 reminds us that when we give it will be given back to us in good measure pressed down shaken together and running
over by cultivating a generous heart you create space for god s provision in your finances how to pray for miracle money by
prophet dr pd john is an indispensable resource for anyone seeking financial breakthroughs desiring to align their finances
with god s will and yearning for a deeper understanding of the power of prayer with its practical teachings powerful
scriptures and step by step strategies this book will ignite your faith and unlock the extraordinary provision of miracle
money in your life don t miss out on the opportunity to tap into god s miraculous provision get your copy of how to pray for
miracle money now and witness the transformative power of prayer in your finances

How to Pray for Miracle Money 2024-02
80 of human pursuits on the earth revolves around money yet many that engage in this pursuits with expectation of financial
rewards pray less or none about there expectation money beloved if you must have money i mean wealth and have it instantly
you must learn to pray and command money why do you go to work daily and even work extra hours the answer is money that s to
show you how important money is to man nothing works on earth including the work of god without money money is one of the top
most necessity of man after god when jesus was trying to compare human services in mathew 6 24 he pointed that man should not
serve god and mammon the spirit called money why didn t he say we should not serve god and money because he knows that this
spirit called money is stronger than satan though money is a paper with the pictures of the dead it is very powerful that
outside god you can never get anything done on earth without it this book by amaka samrah linus is all you need to do just
that it s specially written for all that needs not just financial turn around but instant money to meet urgent needs pray
this prayers in faith and thank the author later welcome to the world of financial abundance order yours today

Money Prayers that Works Instantly 2020-10-15
for too long the body of christ has struggled with the realization that god wants to bring increase and financial miracles
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into our lives god s plan for wealth is that it be used for the promotion of his kingdom god is looking for those who will
demonstrate his goodness because they understand his purpose for wealth

How to Seize the Transfer of Wealth 2000-01
are you facing challenges in your finances are you worried about how to have perpetual control over forces of darkness
causing confusion in your life and endeavor do you believe that your prosperity is still within reach and can be acquired and
sustained this book is meant to change every unpleasant situation satan has brought your way and establish god s agenda in
your life this book will equip you with over 250 holy spirit orchestrated prayers for financial freedom and intelligence that
will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil always and claim your pending and in coming blessings in no time

Prayer Points 2021-10-16
god still meets physical needs including finances this book is to help anyone in search of such provision for themselves or a
loved one this book will teach you how to pray for finances you will also see three ways to receive answers to financial
prayers

Prayer for Finances: And 3 Ways to Receive Answers Quickly 2019-03-11
the book describes a marvelous change in handling finances bringing confidence into a household of uncertainty and power into
a household of fear the new financial nature changes worry into confidence with power from the holy spirit individually the
change is awesome the book also exposes us to sinful hurtful and corrupt financial transactions your personal money nature is
the sum of qualities temperament values and worldview making you distinct from others the new financial nature is a change in
all personal characteristics about money from the inside out from a change in heart formed by the holy spirit with the new
financial nature the budget balances not because of computer software or intensified guilt or a motivating life coach but
because a change in heart changes the desire the hunger for things replacing these pushers with a new contentment a new
satisfaction a new financial peace the heart is changed by the power of god so we are governed by new and holy motives the
change is extraordinary and affects work habits entertainment saving giving and attitudes in financial storms we live in a
sinful world with unholy motives and hurtful financial transactions around us in families companies and government practicing
christians are to be a light in the midst of this dark financial world and with a new financial nature we have power to say
no and turn away from enticing unholy activities and power to overcome financial struggles in innovative ways douglas c
knisely is a certified public accountant and a former certified financial planner with master degrees in business and
religion the author experienced god working financial miracles when starting a sole proprietorship and persevered him through
financial storms including a business failure and stage four non hodgkin s lymphoma
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Financial Sin and the New Financial Nature 2017-09-29
benjamin sapir reveals the ancient magical and miraculous secrets that god shared with moses that enabled him to access and
to unleash the hidden miraculous power within creation through insightful exploration meaningful prayers and adjurations and
empowering exercises money miracles will transform your lives with the power to lead yourself from financial hardship to
financial freedom with wealth and abundance you will appreciate the ancient power of the biblical narrative about moses and
the magic and miracles needed to liberate humanity from all forms and sources of financial hardship from the oppression of
the ancient egyptians to modern consumer debt through learning about god s power and commitment to ensure all creation can
experience its miraculous boundless abundance you will have a new experience with how to generate miracles to transform your
personal and professional financial opportunities benjamin sapir is a spiritual scholar and teacher who studied ancient
biblical mysticism with scholars from princeton hebrew university oxford and university of st andrews

Money Miracles 2017-03-27
in a miracle in waiting paul hellyer pulls no punches first published in 1996 under the title surviving the global financial
crisis the economics of hope for generation x hellyer maintained that the monetarist counter revolution has been one
monumental flop and predicted in the first two paragraphs that a meltdown was inevitable the entire book was prophetic and
should be read in that context hellyer argued that the federal deficit is nothing but a red herring that detracts from more
fundamental issues such as the monetary system which stripped of all the holy water that has been poured on it over the years
is nothing more than the perpetuation of a scam developed by the english goldsmiths more than three hundred years ago a scam
that has turned out to be the most profitable in history this book removes the veil from the mystery of money nearly all
money is simply virtual computer entries by highly leveraged privately owned banks that create money out of thin air worse
they are allowed to lend their capital up to twenty times or more and collect interest on it each time still worse many of
the loans are made to hedge funds and the financial industry that make huge profits without creating any new real wealth that
is tangible and useful hellyer s book explains exactly what has to be done bank ratios have to be reduced dramatically at the
same time the proportion of money created by governments who own the patent on behalf of the people has to be substantially
increased this will allow the fiscal flexibility necessary to balance their budgets and help finance critically important
projects such as the transformation from an oil economy to one based on clean fuels many other major problems could be solved
by a substantial infusion of debt free money

A Miracle in Waiting 2010
it all started when sean hyman went on a financial quest to find out why people were broke because he knew it wasn t god s
best for their lives that s when he went through an extensive study of one of the wisest books of all time the bible he
literally looked at every scripture that had to do with money it was then that he found the six keys that god has outlined to
produce financial success as he purposefully implemented and lived out these six principles they began to change his
financial future it was then that he decided to write this book about it and tell the whole world so that they could find out
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the keys to financial success just as he has done

The Six Keys to Financial Success! 2013-02
10 simple actions of faith that will provoke financial breakthrough for anyone in 30 days or lessno fluffs no long stories
practical and provoking biblical instructions for dealing with urgent money problems are you currently embroiled in a
financial situation do you need a breakthrough asap are you looking for simple to follow instructions that will trigger a
financial breakthrough for you very quickly then get home tonight close your door and begin to apply these spiritual
instructions and you ll see miracles happen in your finances asap more importantly you ll have the wisdom to move forward
financially i

How You Can Do Miracles 2018-11-15
in this book you ll discover that 1 miracles will not make you a champion 2 miracles will not sustain prosperity 3
continually seeking financial miracles turns you into a fraudster 4 if miracles crown kings unbelievers will be hopeless 5
miracles will not develop a nation 6 miracles can give you healing but not good health 7 miracles will not give you blissful
marriage nor train your children 8 miracles will not raise your children 9 when you grow mentally you will not be a miracle
seeker 10 miracles will not give you academic and career success

Command Your Money 1982
every person who has ever lived has at some point needed help financially even the best financial managers encounter times of
difficulty and challenge that are not always easy to overcome financial challenges affect people of every income level and
businesses of all sizes jesus made it clear that on this earth there are things that will come against our material resources
that aren t always within our control see matthew 6 19 that is when we must know how to rely upon god and his ability to see
us through at the same time even when aspects of our financial life are within our control we still need god to breathe upon
our resources and supernaturally bless them positioning yourself for money miracles is not about trying to attain to some
level of unrealistic extravagance beyond the realm of most people s reality it s geared to increase your faith concerning god
s involvement in your financial situation no matter what that might be it will help you put to practice the things needed to
diminish your fear of financial problems and build faith for real solutions and supernatural intervention you will be
encouraged more than ever that you serve a faithful god who cares about your financial circumstances and will provide money
miracles for his children more often than we even realize

The Miracle on Main Street 2018-10-06
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What Miracles Will Not Do for You 2016-10-30

Positioning Yourself for Money Miracles 2016

Unveiling the Mystery of Miracle Money
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